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The Textual Research and Discussion on the Thought of Political Philosophy in Book of Master Wen 
 II
ABSTRACT 
Book of Master Wen a literature of Taoist school’s ideology was considered a 
pseudograph all the while. So it was unknown to public in the history of philosophy 
and ideology. However, the incomplete Book of Master Wen bamboo slips were 
unearthed at No.40 Han grave in Ding County, HeBei Province in 1973. The academe 
is stimulated by the discovery. They consider that it has significant research value and 
is necessary to research it over again; we should resume the status in the history of 
philosophy and ideology. Although there was some discussion about each layers of 
Book of Master Wen ideology in academe, such as“Tao”, “inaction”. However, it is 
not include the whole Book of Master Wen ideology. For example, no scholar has 
ever studied the ideology of political philosophy in Book of Master Wen. Whereas 
the ideology of political philosophy which containing abundant connotation is worth 
paying close attention and studying for us, which leave over a new route to research. 
The thought of Book of Master Wen is the quintessence of the traditional culture 
of China. It regards the Taoism as the origin which makes everything grow up. And 
this origin is “qi” .In Book of Master Wen, Taoism is not only discussed at the aspect 
of ontology, the dialectic of Taoism is also described and summarized in this book. 
Master Wen thought Taoism is not only where everything comes from, but also where 
human beings come from. According to his cosmology which takes Taoism as 
noumenon, he demonstrated nature humanity for the purpose of Body country 
Tongzhi. On the philosophical basis of the Taoist cosmology and the equal nature 
humanity, he constructed his political philosophy of natural equality, Monarch Road 
inaction and “zhengfa”. He led the orthodox Taoism to the level of more “By the 
World Bank Zhiyong”. In this book, the call for nature humanity, the explanation for 
Monarch Road inaction, and the discussion for the thought of “zhengfa”, flashed the 
rational brilliant. 
In today’s society, the pursuit of material, technology and material gain takes up 
the overwhelming dominance, but the spiritual life is increasingly ignored, indifferent, 
excluded from the expulsion. In such a state, human being may enter the single 















utilitarian animals which don’t pursue the spirit and emotional life. Rescuing the soul 
of the people from this terrible shadow, and saving it from chewing, become the cry 
of the times and give every one of us humanities and social sciences students an 
urgent task. Making the traditional culture further develop on the basis of the 
reflection, ,has no doubt of the important significance of inspiring the national spirit 
and realizing the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation. From the level of the 
political philosophy, exploring and researching the thought of Book of Master Wen, 
this traditional cultural gems, must play an irreplaceable role in this great project of 
national rejuvenation. 
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